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Your Honor:

I am the Assistant Corporation Counsel assigned to represent defendant City of New
York in the above-referenced matter.l For the reasons set forth below, defendant respectfully

requests that plaintiffs complaint be dismissed pursuant to Feo. R. Clv. P. lz(b), or

alternatively, that the Court endorse the proposed briehng schedule set forth herein.

Broadly and liberally construing the complaint, plaintiff, who appears pro se, alleges that

Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly and the New York City Police Department ("NYPD") are

"in the process of rolling out 'terahertz imaging devices."' See fl I of Plaintiffls Complaint

attached hereto as Exhibit "4". Plaintiff alleges that these devices "effectively allow the NYPD
to conduct unlimited 'virtual stop-and-frisks' on unsuspecting passerby." Id. at I2. Plaintiff
further alleges that the use of the devices by the NYPD is an unreasonable search and violates

the Fourth Amendment. Plaintiff seeks both declaratory and injunctive relief.

Article III of the Constitution limits the jurisdiction of federal courts to the resolution of
cases and controversies. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83,94 (1968). This limitation is guided by the

doctrines of standing, ripeness, mootness, advisory opinion, and political question. See Jones v.

Deutsch, 715 F. Supp 1237, !242 (S.D.N.Y. l9S9). Here, this Court does not have jurisdiction

to adjudicate this matter as plaintiff lacks standing and his claims are not ripe for review.

t This case has been assigned to Assistant Corporation Counsel Tavish DeAtley, who is presently

awaiting admission to the bar and is handling this matter under supervision. Mr. DeAtley may be reached

directly at (212) 788-t 895, or by e-mail attdeatley@law.nyc.gov.



Standine

"An essential and unchanging part of the case-or-controversy requirement" is standing.

Lujan v. Defenders of V/ildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 559 (1992). In order to meet the constitutional
minimum of standing, plaintiff must establish that: (1) he has suffered an actual or imminent
injury in fact; (2) there is a causal connection between the injury and the defendant's actions; and

(3) it is likely that a favorable decision in the case will redress the injury. Id. at 560-61. Further,

"the party invoking federal jurisdiction bears the burden of establishing these elements . . . [as]

they are not mere pleading requirements but rather an indispensable part of plaintiffs case." Id.

at 561.

Plaintiff has not suffered an actual injury and only alleges the possibility of a future

injury from the "implementation of unlawful searches via. . . the [s]canners." Exh. "Ã" atl36.
In analyzing an imminent injury, the "threat of injury must be both 'real and immediate,' not

'conjectural' or'hypothetical."'City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95,102 (1983) (finding
that plaintiff lacked standing for injunctive relief barring police from indiscriminately using

chokeholds because it was not realistic to assume that officers "always choke any citizen with
whom they happen to have an encounter" or "that the City ordered or authorized police officers

to act in such a manner."). Here, plaintiff s future injury is neither real nor imminent as it is
based on a number of contingencies that have not yet occurred. See Shain v. Ellison, 356 F.3d

211 (2d Cir. 2004) (citing O'Shea v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 497 (1974) ("[A]n accumulation of
inferences is simply too speculative and conjectural to supply a predicate for prospective

injunctive relief)).

First, defendant has not articulated an official policy governing the device's use. Id. at

216 ("[A] plaintiff seeking injunctive relief must demonstrate both a likelihood of future harm

andthe existence of an offrcial policy or its equivalent."). Plaintiff claims that the "NYPD either

has or immediately intends" to use the devices. Exh. "A" atfl 19. However, as noted in the V/all
Street Journal article attached to plaintiff s complaint, the NYPD has set "no timetable for when

any version of the device would be deployed." Id. at Exhibit A. Further, Commissioner Kelly
has indicated that the NYPD is in the process of determining how to appropriately deploy the

devices. Id. ("Mr. Kelly said the department was working with its lawyers to assess 'how we can

utilize the [new machine] and how we can deploy it' in light of due-process protections under the

U.S. Constitution and to guard against possible litigation that could arise from its use.").

Second, if the NYPD had a policy governing the use of the device, plaintiff would need

to allege that that policy would result in imminent injury. Lyons, at 101-103. Given a lack of
offrcial policy or its equivalent, it is impossible for plaintiff to allege any imminent injury
without engaging in speculation as to how the devices would result in such an injury. See Exh.

"A" at fl 20 (where plaintiff speculates that "it can only be concluded that the NYPD intends to

use this devise to scan random passerby.").

Finally, plaintiff "himself must be among the injured." Lujan, 504 U.S. at 563. Plaintiff
lives in Florida and is not a resident of New York. Thus, plaintiff can only claim to have

suffered a purported "injury" if he were to visit New York after the NYPD began using the

device. However, plaintiff s intention to some day visit or live in New York is not suff,rcient. Id.
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at 564. ("some day intentions- without any description of concrete plans, or indeed even any

specification of when the some day will be- do not support a finding of the actual or imminent
injury that our cases require."). Thus, plaintiffls allegations of any future injury are mere

conjecture and speculation. Lyons, 461 U.S. at 102.

Additionally, there is no causal connection between the injury plaintiff alleges and

defendant's actions. Plaintiff has the burden of establishing that he is "immediately in danger of
sustaining some direct injury as the result of the challenged official conduct." Id. at 101-102.

However, as discussed supra, plaintiff alleges no offrcial policy or its equivalent. Without a

policy for the use of the devices, plaintiff cannot establish any causal link between a future injury
and the devices. As such, plaintiff cannot establish that any future injury will be redressed by a
favorable decision.

Ripeness

The doctrine of ripeness "protects the government from'judicial interference until a[] . . .

decision has been formalized and its effects felt in a concrete way by the challenging parties."'
Thomas v. City of New York, 143 F.3d 3l , 34 (2d Cir. 1998) (quoting Abbott Labs v. Gardner,

387 U.S. 136,148-149 (1967)). Therefore, a case is not ripe for adjudication where, "there are

nebulous future events so contingent in nature that there is no certainty they will ever occur." In
re T)rexel Bumham Lambert (ìrnrrn Inc. 995 F.2d I 138 (2d Cir. 1993). In deciding whether a
case is ripe for review, this Court must consider: (1) "the hardship to the parties of withholding
court consideration," and (2) "the fitness of the issues for judicial decision." Abbott
Laboratories., 387 U.S. at 149.

Here, as plaintiff acknowledges throughout his complaint, no formal plan for the use of
the device exists or has been made public. Thus, this issue is not fit, at this time, for judicial
decision. In In re Drexel, where the Second Circuit was asked to determine the validity of a

Securities and Exchange Commission Disgorgement Fund, the Court found that the mafier was

not ripe for review as the SEC "retain[ed] substantial discretion in allocating the fund's assets,

and may reject the distribution . . . for exactly the same substantive concerns" as the parties
involved. 995 U.S. at 1146. In the instant matter, and as discussed supra, the NYPD has not yet

articulated an offrcial policy as to how or when the devices would be used. Further, given that
the NYPD is in the process of determining a constitutional way to deploy the devices, it may be

the case that defendant's use of the device will not implicate any of plaintiff s concerns. See Exh.
"A" at Exhibit A. Therefore, it would be premature for this Court to adjudicate the merits of this
matter.

Further, it is clear that plaintiff will not suffer any hardship as a result of the Court
denying review. In determining whether a hardship exists, courts tend to merge the doctrines of
standing and ripeness. Jones, 715 F. Supp at 1243 (citing Abbott Laboratories, 387 U.S. at I53-
54 (where the court discussed plaintiffs' standing in determining whether, as a matter of ripeness,

hardships warranted court action). As discussed supra, plaintiff s alleged future injury is neither
real nor imminent. In fact, the instant matter is based solely on hypothetical actions that may or
may not occur. With such uncertainty as to when or if an injury will occur, it cannot be said that
plaintiff will suffer any hardship by the Court withholding consideration of the issue.
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Iniunctive Relief

Finally, in addition to the instant complaint, plaintiff has also filed a "Motion for
Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction with Incorporated Memorandum.
However, since this Court lacks jurisdiction to hear plaintifls claims, any injunctive relief is
similarly without merit. See Bey v. Jamaica Realty,2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 65310 (E.D.N.Y.
May 9, 2012) (finding that the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction and thus could not
consider plaintiff s request for a temporary restraining order.).

Thus, defendant respectfully requests that the Court dismiss the complaint. In the
alternative, defendant respectfully requests that the Court endorse the following proposed
briefing schedule:

I thank the Court for its time and consideration of these requests.

Respectfully submitted,

ß)1,.^

Motion papers to be served by defendant:
Opposition papers to be served by plaintiff:
Reply papers, if any, to be served by defendant:

Jonathan Corbett (By E-mail and regular mail)
Plaintiff Pro se

3g2 NE 191't
#86952
Miami, FL 33179-3899

February 27,2073
March 29,2013
April 13,2013

Brian J arrar
Assistant Corporation Counsel
Special Federal Litigation Division

cc:
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEV/ YORK

Jonathan Corbett, Þ--cv-lol-
Plaintiff

Cþ of New York

COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS
OF TIIE 4ffi ATMNDMENT TO
TIIE U.S. CONSTITTiTION AND
CTVIL RIGHTS Ä.CT

Defendant
JT]RY DEMANDEI)

ST]MMARY

1. The City of New York, through their New York Police Department ("NYPD"), is in the

process of rolling out "teratrertz imaging devices" (hereafter, "scarners"), which measure

electromagnetic radiation to peer under the clothing of individuals, allegedly for the

purpose of detecting unlawful concealed weapons.

2. These Scanners, which work from many yards away, are to be used on the sÍeets,

effectively allowing the NYPD to conduct unlimited virtual "stop-and-frisks" on

unsuspecting passersby. As the search is conducted without the knowledge of the search

victim, there is no possibility that the search can be judicially reviewed to determine

whether the requisite level of suspicion existed.

JT]RY TRIAL

3. PlaintiffJonathan corbett (*CORBETT") demands a jury trial.

PARTIES

4. CORBETT is an individual residing in Miami-Dade County, Florida with significant

connections to the State and Cþ of New York: to wit, CORBETT conducts occasional

business within city limits and maintains personal relationships with city residents,

resulting in his presence within the city for no less than several weeks per year for each

of the previous 5 years.

5. Defendant City of New York is the cþ incorporated by and through the laws of the State

of New York and is the entity responsible for the New York Police Departrnent.

v
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JTruSDICTION & VEI\T]E

6. This Court has subject matter jwisdiction under 42 USC $ 1983 (the "Civil Rights Acf')
and 28 USC $ 1331.

7. Venue is appropriate because Defendant City of New York is a city largely within the

district boundaries for this Court and the NIYPD is headquartered within this district.

ALLEGATIONS OF FACT

8. In January 2012, Raymond Kelly (*KELLY"), speaking as police commissioner for the

NffPD, announced that he '\vas working with the Defense Departrnent to develop gun-

scan technology 'capable of detecting concealed firearms."' S¿e Police Working on

Technology to Detect Concealed Guns, The New York Times, Jan. !7ú, 2012,

htþ://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2012l0lll7lpolice-working-on-technology-to-detect-
concealed-guns/

9. In January 2013, KELLY announced that development has been successfrrl thus far and

that the NYPD had obtained the technology - the Scanners - he discussed a year prior.

See Exhibit A, Police Tool Targets Guns, The Watt Street Joumal, -Jan. 23, 2013'

htþ://ontine.wsj.corn/article/SB10007424127887323539804578260261579068182.htn1

10. The hgman eye can only see a small percentage of electromagnetic radiation; scientists

refer to this percentage as 'lisible light." For example, the sun, a television, and a light

bulb all emit visible light.

11. Other kinds of elecfromagnetic radiation cannot be seen by the htrman eye. For example,

when operating a microwave, medical x-ray, or infrared camer4 it doesn't appear that

any "lighf is coming out of the device. In reality, there is indeed "li*t:'being emitted

out of all of these devices, but our eyes are incapable of detecting this "invisible light."

I2.Every substance blocks certain kinds of electromagnetic radiation. For example, glass

does not block visible ligh! which is why one can see through a windshield, while cotton

blocks visible light, which is why one cannot see through clothing.

13. For thousands of years, humans have used clothing to protect their modesty and have

quite reasonably held the expectation of privacy for anything inside of their clothing,

since no human is able to see through them.
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14. However, cotton and other common clothing fibers, while good at blocking visible light,

do not completely block a type of invisible light known as'lerahertz waves."

15. The NYPD's Scanners essentially contain,a camera that can photograph these invisible

terahertz waves and then digitally process them into visible light such that the operator

can peer through clothing.

16. The result is that the Scanner creates an image sufficiently detailed to detect small items

placed on the body at medium-range (up to 25 yards). See Exhibit B.

17. The image created by a Scanner is clear enough to determine the presence and rough

shape of objects, but not clear enough to determine 'the presence of a weapon

conclusively. For example, tools on a tool belt, cell phones, or other objects lawfully

kept in pockets may appear to the operator to be a potential unlawful concealed weapon.

18. It is not possible to "feel" a scan - an individual being searched by a Scanner would have

no way to know that they were being scanned.

19. The IIYPD either has or immediately intends for the sc¿umers to be "mourted on a truck

and deployed to sites identified ¿rs prone to gun violence." See Exhibit A.

20. Based on it being absurdly impractical to find a crime suspect, obtain a sufficient basis to

form reasonable suspicion, then drive a truck to within 25 yards of the individual to

conduct a scan - hoping all atong that the individual does not leave or notice the police

presence in the meantime - it can only be concluded that the NYPD intends to use this

device to scan random passersby in these "sites identifred as prone to gun violence."

21. Even if the police did want to scan onty individuals for which reasonable suspicion was

present, a Scanner would simult¿neously search all innocent bystanders that were in the

area.

2¿.Irra well-trafficked are4 a single Scanner could search thousands of individuals per day

or millions of individuals per year.

23.If theNIYPD were to implement adozenof these Scanners, placed in the right locations,

they could potentially scan virtually every New Yorker within a.year.
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24.T\e NIYPD has been repeatedly found to have a pattern and practice of unlawfrrl stop-

and-friskl (defrned as detaining an individual and then "patting do\iln" the individuals

body through his or her clothing, ostensibly as a \¡reapons searcþ by this Court and its

sister couf to the east.

25. Since KELLY took office :rr-2002,the number of a¡nual stop-and-frisks has skyrocketed,

reaching an all-time high in 2011 of 684,330. See Exhibit C, "Critics Assail NYPD Stop-

and-Frisk Tactics," The Wall Street Joumal, htþ://blogs.wsj.conr/

meÍopolis 120121 02 I l4lcritics-assail-nypd-stop-and-frisk-tactics/

26. With a population of about 8 million people, this works out to about I inL2 New Yorkers

stopped and frisked annually.

27.The absurdþ of the NYPD assertion that I n 12 New Yorkers actually provide

reasonable suspicion to an ofücer that they are carrying weapons on an annual basis is

confirned by the fact that only l.25Yo of these searches actually yielded a weapon. Se¿

Exhibit D, "NIYPD Stop-and-Frisk Statistics, 2009 and 2010," Center for Constitutional

Rights. htþ ://ccrjustice.org/fi les/CCR_Stop_and_Frisk_Fact_Sheet.pdf

28. Asuspicionthat is wrong 98.75% of the time is not "reasonable."

29. Considering together the impracticality of using such a device in a manner that respects

Fourth Amendment rights (see tftf 20, 2l), the ease of annually searching millions of

individuals with even a single device and the resultant high probability of being searched

(see tlfl 22, 23), and the history of NYPD abuse of stop-and-füsk (see ffi 24 - 28),

Plaintiffhas a reasonable fear of being violated by NYPD Scanners unless the NYPD is

ordered to cease and desist.

30. The NYPD has never articutated any intent to notif those who have been searched by

using the Scanners.

31. Absent a showing of the creation of forms, policies, etc., dictating notification

requirements, it is beyond mere speculation that the intent of the NYPD is to use the

scanners to conduct "secret seafches."

t Th¡s lawsuit in no way asks the Court to review the C¡ty's abysmal stop-and-frisk program -
there are a plethora of other lawsuits addressing that right now. Rather, stop-and-frisk is

mentioned herein because if the NYPD cannot manage to lawfully search people that they

know can file a lawsuit against them, it should lead the Court to conclude that the NYPD

certainly would not lawfully search individuals who would never even know that they were

being searched and therefore would be unable to seek justice-
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CLAIMS F'OR RELIEF
Count 1: The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

32. Defendant City of New York has begun, or will immediately begin, implementation of
searches conducted without suspicion via their use of the Scanners.

33. The intrusion effected by the Sca¡ners requires at least reasonable suspicion2. See Terry

v. Ohio,392 U.S. I (1963); Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.5.27 (2001)'

34. Use of the Scanners without notice to those being searched is firther unreasonable.

35. In doing so, Defendant City of Npw York is, or will immediately be, in violation of the

Fourttr Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Count 2: Civil Riehts Act.42 USC I 1983

36. Defendant City of New York has begun, or will immediately begin, implementation of

unlawful searches via their use of the Scanners.

37. Defendant City of New York retains municipal liability for these unlawful searches

because they are establishing these searches as offrcial department policy.

38.In doing so, Defendant City of New York is, or will immediately be, in violation of the

Civil Rights Act.

2 
S¡nce the intrusion effected by the Scanners is potentially greater than a traditional stop-and-

frisk (that is, traditional stop-and-frisk can be lawfully used to identify large, hard objects that

could possibly constitute a weapon, but the Scanners may be able to identify a significantly

broader list of objects), reasonable suspicion may be too light of a standard, and a rational

court could determine that probable cause and a warrant would be required'
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffprays for the following relief:

a) Declaratory relief stating that the use of the Scanners in public places throughout the city,

absent reasonable suspicion or probable cause, as determined by the Court, is unlawful.

b) Declaratory relief stating that sea¡ches using the Scanners without

c) Pemranent injunctive relief placing the sarne requirements on the NYPD as disctlssed in

Ptaintiffs motion for temporary restraining order and preliminary injtrnction (or sfücter

requirements, s.hould the Court deterrnine that probable cause is the appropriate

standard).

d) Cost ofthe action.

e) Reasonable attomey's fees, should CORBETT retain an attorney3

Ð Any other such relief as the Court deems appropriate.

Dated: New York, NY

January 28fu*,20!3

Respectfully submitted,

Ub
Jonathan

Plaintiff, Pro Se

382 NE 191st St #86952

Miarni, FL33179-3899

E-mail: j on@professional-troublemaker.com

3 CORggtt is presently representing himself in this action pro se, and is not seeking attorney's

fees for anq pro se work. CORBETT onlv seeks attorney's fees in the event that he retains an

attorney at a later point, and only for the work completed by said attorney.
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NY CRIME I January 23,2013,9:20 p.m. ET

Police Tool Targets Guns
IQIIy fuys'T-Ray' Can Indicate a Frearm Under Clothíng

ByTAMER EL.GHOBASHY

The NewYork Police Department is testing a new device it says can detect firearms concealed

beneath layers of clothing, a high-tech crime-fighting tool seemingly tom from the pages of science

fiction.

The'so-called T-Ray,machine detect-S terahertz radiation, a high-frequency electromaguetic natural
enerry that is emitted by people and can penetmte many materials, including dothing.

"ffsomething is obstucting the flow of that radiation, for
example a weapon, the device will higblight tlat object,"

s¿id Çspmissioner Raymond Keìly, who described the
device Wed¡esday in a speech at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.

The T-Ray machine.

News of ttre device pronpted conoerns from privacy

advocates; though they also saw a potential benefit: It
might render unnecessarythe legally disputed police
policy of stopping and frisking people who havent been

first identified as suspects in crimes.

In an image displayed by Mr. Kell¡ the T-Ray scanner highlighted the body of a plainclothes ofEcer

in neon green-witl a gun clearly visible as a black shape. The image was captured with the ofñcer

standing about 3o feet awa¡

'You get a sense of why we're so hopefirl about this tool,"

Mr. Kelly told the audience, which was mostly members

of the NewYork City Police Foundation, a nonprofit
group that raises money for the deparbnent.

Another photo showed the machine, tipod-mounted and

about the size of an old-style projection television and

housed in blue plastic. Officials said in its currentform,
the machine could be mounted on a truck and deployed

to sites identified ¿ìs prone to gun violence.

Mr. Kelly said the department had been working with a
security-and-suweillance systems manufacturer based in
Bútain, along with the London Metropolitan Police, to

develop the device.

The NY?D received its machine last weelç he said. Representatives of the company, Digital

Barriers. could not be reached for comment.

NYPD

I.IYPD

An ¡mage captured with a T-Ray scanner of a
plainclothes offcer in neon green?with a gun
clearty visible as a black shape.

httn.//nnline wsi cÁm/àrticle/SB1 OOO1424127887323539804578260261579068182.htm1 ll28/20l3



Police Test New Scarurer - WSJ.com Page2 of2

The program is being paid for by the U.S. Department of Defense, said Paul Browne, chief
spokesman for the NYPD. Mr. Browne descúbed ttre machine as a "multimillion" dollar device but
wouldn't speciff its cost.

Mr. Browne said the police aimed to get the T-Ray technolory in a device small enough to carry on
an offrcer's gtrn belt. The police provided no timetable for when any version of the device would be
deployed.

La.st month, the California Institute of Technolory developed a terahertz microchip, raising the
possibilitythe technology could one daybe packed into hand-held devices.

As part of the Bloomberg administration's stance against the flow of illegal weapons into the city,

Mr. Kelly has promoted the seizure of guns as a primary reason New York City's murder rate
reached record lows this decacle.

He said on Wednesday that since zooz, 8oo illegal guns had been taken offthe steet. Toward that
end, tìè NYPD has employed iæ stop-and-frisk polic¡ which has been the target of legal challenges

and assailed by critics as discriminatory for targeting min6¡i1is5 ovsrwþslmingly.

CTitics said the prospect of a no-han,ìs T-Ray search raised general privacy concqns and fears over
so-callecl false positives-where an object on a person's body could be misread to be a weapon.

"Any technologr that allows police to'peer into a person's body or possessions raises a lot of
questions...," Donna Lieberman, executive director of the NewYork Civil Liberties Union, said in an

email. "But to the extent that this technolory reduces the abuse of stop-and-frisk that harms
hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers every year, we're intrigued by the possibilities."

Mr. Kelly said the department was working with its lawyers to assess "how we can utilize lthe new
machine] and how we can deploy it" in light of due-process protections under ttre U.S. Constitution
andto guard against possible litigation that could arise from its use.

Separateþ Mr. Kelly said that a pilot program in which the NYPD videotaped interrogations of
suspects in felony assaults has been expanded to include sex crimes and murders. He said z3 out of
a targeted 6r department facilities have been equipped with the cameras and lighting to implement
the program.

Write to Tamer El-Ghobashy at tamer.el-ghobashlz@wsj.com

Auersionof this article appearedJønuary 25,2075, onpageAtginthe U.S. edition of TheWaIl
Street Journal, uith the headline: Police Tool Torgets Guns-

Ltt^://^-li-o.',si ^^-/q.ti^l-lQEtl ^ ^1 
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Critics Assail NYPD Stop-and-Frisk Tactics - Metropolis - WSJ Page I of2

Search Metropol¡s SEARCH

FEBRUARY 14. 2012. 625 PM ET

Critics Assail NtrYPD Stop-and-Frisk Tactics

Art¡cle Comrents (5)
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Midgley jo¡ned a group of cr¡tjcs who turned out

Tuesday to challenge police tâct¡cs on the steps

of C¡ty Hall. The event came in the wake of The

Wall Street Joumal's report that police performed

a record-high 684,330 stops last year.

The numberofstopsjumped by 14% over2010

totals - a pattem of ¡ncreases that has been

repeated nearly every year since Mayor Michael

Bloomberg took otrtcæ.in2002, said Darius

Cherney, lead attorney in a lawsuit challenging

the stop-and-frisk pol¡cy. ln Bloomberg's first

year, the number of people stopped by pol¡ce

was under 100,000, he sa¡d.

Civil rights advocates, Manhettan Borough

Pres¡dent Scott Stringer and City Counc¡l

members participated in the press conference,

calling on the Bloomberg adm¡nistrat¡on to

change the way stop-and-frisks are used and

charging that the cuÍent system is racially

biased.

Ltke 24 Send E o, * t¡o'" -fext+

METROPOUS HOilE PAGE,

8y PeMÈ ShallwanÌ

Joseph Midgley, who ¡dentifies himself as a homeless New Yorker, is no stranger to the

New York Police Department's stopand-frisk policy.

"l have been stopped and frisked four times," said Midgley, who volunteers w¡th the

advocâcy group P¡cture the Homeless. ln each ¡nstance, he sa¡d, pol¡ce asked if he had

anyth¡ng ¡llegal and proceeded to search h¡m even after he said no. "l was never ever

charged, never even given a t¡cket.'

?cknowledge that th¡s ¡s a problem,' said C¡ty Council Member Jumaane Wlliams. "l am

not against stop end frisk as a pol¡ce tact¡cal tool, but it is be¡ng abused ¡n my community

in a way that would never be allowed.'

Criti6noted,astheJoumal reported, lhal84% of thosestoppedin20ll wereblackand

Latino. "Little wonder, then, that police ¡n New York City is a tale of two c¡t¡es," saÌd

Donna Lieberman, executive director of the New York Civil Liberties Union.

She said blacks are stopped more than six times as often as wh¡tes, wh¡le Laünos are

stopped by police four times more frequently than wh¡tes. Men of color between the ages

of 14 and 24 make up7.2o/o of the c¡ty's population but account for 41 % of the stops,

L¡eberman said.

Lieberman put the stoÞand-frisk pol¡cy ¡n the context of Bloomberg's philanthrop¡c efforts

to address the hurdles faced by young, underprivileged men in New York City. Police

stops 'are a s¡gn¡ñcant part of the problem,' she sa¡d.

The NYPD has sâid the practice has helped to bring down crime numbers and save lives-

Homicides dropped 4% in 2011 compared to the low tally from the year before, and ¡n

total remained under 600 for the 1oth stra¡ght year. Major crime, which ¡ncludes violent

offenses and serious theft, t¡cked up by less than I % last year.

On Monday, NYPD spokesman Paul Browne estimated that over the past 1 0 years, there

were 5,628 fewer hom¡cides than ¡n the decade before Bloomberg took office - as a

result, ¡n part, of the stop-and-frisk pol¡cy.

"There is no empirical data that shows stop and frisk reduces crime," Charney countered

on Tuesday.

2011: Â14"
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Counc¡lman Wflliams, wt¡o represents Brooktyn, echoed that skeptic¡sm. 'ì/\þ cannot feel

comþÈble with these numbers,' he sa¡d. 'VVe cannot feel comforteble with a meyor who

says just u/e don't care what you are saying, a commissioner who says we just don't care

about what you are saying - we are go¡ng to do what we !ì/urnt anyurays."
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NYPD Stop-and-Frisk Statistics
2009 and 2010

The Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR)1 has long
been active in the movement to address racial profiling,
particularly in New York City.2 CCR filed Floyd, et al. v.

City of New York, et al., a federal class action lawsuit
against the New York City Police Department (NYPD)
and the City of New York that challenges the NYPD's
practices of racial profiling and unconstitutional stops-
and{risks.3 Stop-and{risk is the practice by which
an NYPD otficer initiates a stop of an individual on
the street allegedly based on so-called reasonable
suspicion of criminal activity. Stop-and{risks occur at
an alarming rate in communities of colo¡ who often feel
under siege and harassed by the police.

In 2009, a record 576,394 people were stopped, 84
percent of whom were Black and Latino residents -
although they comprise only about 26 percent and 27
percent of New York City's total population respectively.a
The year 2009 was not an anomaly. Ten years of raw
datafrom the NYPD revealthat stops-and-frisks result in
a minimalweapons and/or contraband yield. Moreover,
the practice contributes to continued mistrust, doubt
and fear of police officers in communities of color that
are already scarred by systemic racial profiling and
major incidents of police brutality and torture. There is
a clear need for accountability, independent oversight
and reform in the NYPD's use of stops-and-frisks.

2009 TotclStops 2009 Ãr¡ests Mc¡de
duriag stop-ød-frisk

Blcck-

The NYPD'S use of stops-and-frisks is still on
the rise. ln 2008, the number of people stopped and
frisked was 540,302.ln2009, it was 576,394. This is a
6.7"/"increase in one year and almost a 600% increase
since 2002.

Blcck 18ilz

Blacks and Latinos are disproportionately stopped.
ln 2009, Blacks and Latinos represented 84/" of those
stopped. Blacks and Latinos compromise only 26%
and27"/" of the NYC population, respectively.

NYPD STOPS
2009

NYC POPUTÃTION
2009

2009 Summons Given
during stop-crad-f risk

2009 Times Force Used
duriag stopod-frisk
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v. City of NewYork, 08 Civ. 1034 (SAS) (SDNY)

2009 Totals
Stops:576,394
Frisks:326,369

2002 Totcls
Stops:97,837
Frisks:52,803
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2009 and 2010

f n a report issued in October 2010, renowned policing expert Jeffrey Fagan of Columbia University confirmed
that the NYPD stopped-and-frisked New Yorkers without reasonable suspicion and engaged in a pattern of
unconstitutional stops that disproportionally affected Black and Latino New Yorkers. The report also concluded
that most stops occur in Black and Hispanic neighborhoods, and the main factor for determining who gets

stopped, even after controlling for crime rates, is race. Additionally, Black and Latino New Yorkers are treated

more harshly, more likely to be arrested rather than issued a summons and more likely to have force used

against them than White suspects.

Contraband yielded during NYPD stops
during first half of 2010 and 2009

NYPD Stop-and-Frisk Statistics

WW
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2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009

Stops resulted in extremely low weapons
yields. Weapons were recovered in 7,2O1stops
in all of 2009 - which represented only 1.25%
of atl stops. One of the NYPD's primary talking
points regarding their stop-and-frisk policy has

been that it keeps weapons off the street. These

numbers clearly contradict that claim.

The information conta¡ned in this documènt does not necassarily reflect any of the conclusions, evidence or arguments that will be presented by plaintiffs

in the lawsuit Floyd v. City of New York, 08 Civ. 1034 (SAS) (SDNY)

the Un¡versal Declaration of Human R¡ghts. Founded in 1966 by atto.neys
1 CCR works to advance and protect the rights guaranteed
who represented civil rights movements in the South, CCR
change. Learn more about CCR at: http://ccrjustice.org.

bythe United States Constitut¡on and
is a nonfrofit legal and educat¡onal organizat¡on committed to tñe creative use of lar¡v as a positive force for social

2 CCR is currenily working w¡th a wide range of commun¡ty groups to develop a comprehensive Police Accountab¡l¡ty and Transparency Project, wh¡chlvill advocate for city-

wide police-reform efforFlBecause of the c¡ty's enormous influence, we believe that þolice reform in New York city has the potent¡al to set a standard for police departments

nationwide.

g The pla¡ntitfs ¡n th¡s case represent the thousands of Afr¡can American and Lat¡no New Yorkers who have been illegally stopped on the¡r way to worlq in front of their homes

or ¡ust walking down the street, primarily because of their race or ethn¡c¡ty.

New York.
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